
 

 

Gov. Hochul Should Sign The Grieving Families Act

David B. Lever's insightful article, 'Governor should agree to the Grieving Families
Act,' was recently featured in Crain's New York Business. The Grieving Families Act
seeks to broaden the scope of who can bring a wrongful death action, redefine
damages to include recovery for grief and anguish, and extend the timeframe for
seeking justice. It recognizes that every life has value beyond mere earnings—
children, stay-at-home parents, retirees, and disabled individuals deserve fair
compensation too.

Governor Hochul vetoed the legislation at the end of December, and then it was
reintroduced in the legislature earlier this year.
 

Click here to read the article in full: https://www.leverecker.com/op-ed-kathy-hochul-

should-sign-the-grieving-families-act/

L&E Observes Distracted Driving Awareness Month
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Did you know that April is Distracted Driving Awareness Month? 

The attorneys at Lever & Ecker have been observing Distracted Driving Awareness
Month to remind everyone to take responsibility for the choices they make when
they’re on the road. Distracted driving isn’t just risky for you; it can be deadly for
every nearby driver, pedestrian, bicyclist, and worker.

Unfortunately, at least eight people a day are killed in distracted driving crashes,
according to the National Safety Council. By driving distracted, you’re robbing
yourself of seconds that you may need to avoid a close call or deadly crash.

Please be mindful of these helpful tips from the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) for a safer ride:

Prompt your friends and family: If you’re in the driver’s seat, it’s the only thing you
should be doing. No distractions. No exceptions.

If your driver is texting or otherwise distracted, tell them to stop and focus on the
road.

Ask your friends to join you in pledging not to drive distracted. You could save a
life. Share your pledge on social media to spread the word — #JustDrive.

 
For more helpful information on distracted driving, please visit Lever &
Ecker’s blog or schedule a free consultation if you or a loved one have already been
involved in a distracted driving incident. As New York distracted driving accident
lawyers, Lever & Ecker helps grieving family members recover the financial
compensation they need and deserve after an unfair accident or injury. 
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We appreciate our clients' feedback and the time they take to share their thoughts with us.
The input we receive benefits our continued navigation of each individual case and helps
future clients make more informed decisions about who they choose to represent them.

Click here to listen to Chelsea's testimonial, or visit our website to hear about a variety of
experiences with the attorneys at L&E: https://www.leverecker.com/

Referrals

We sincerely appreciate your referrals and are committed to providing your family, friends,
and colleagues with the very best service, quality, and integrity. 
 
If your friend or loved one is the victim of an accident due to the negligence of another
person or business, it is important to find out if they have a case and what their legal rights
are. We would be happy to help; please have them contact us for a free consultation.
 
At Lever & Ecker, PLLC, we take personal injury cases... very personally.® 

Google Reviews

Our clients and legal network mean the world to us, and we pride ourselves on
providing the best possible legal representation. Would you be kind enough to leave
us a Google review? It only takes a few minutes and we’d be eternally grateful! Just
click here and leave us some feedback.
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